
Observer Qualification 

Introduction 

We have decided to introduce a revised and updated system for qualifying observers, 

carrying on the development of this which has been going on for around the last 50 years.  

This consultation seeks to obtain the views of groups on some of the issues involved in how 

we do this. 

The decision has been taken for a number of reasons; 

 to create an opportunity for those who have acquired the skills involved in observing 

to obtain a qualification acknowledged outside the IAM 

 to create a more positive image of the IAM as a whole, reflecting the reality better 

externally 

 to allow us to better explain the capability of observers, who are sometimes seen as 

“only amateurs”. 

Amongst the changes the new qualifications will be externally verified by a formal awarding 

body.  We have been working with IMI Awards (a body of the same educational status as 

Edexcel or City and Guilds), and are now approved by IMI Awards as an assessment centre.   

The IAM centrally (as opposed to the groups) will pay for the fees to the awarding body for 

the qualification of observers under this new scheme, removing the existing £30 fee for the 

Senior Observer Test once the new scheme is in place. 

We have developed (and are still working on the detail of) two levels of observer 

qualification.  These will replace the existing two levels (Group Qualified and Senior 

Observers).  There is a proposal to develop a further, higher level in the future.  There is also 

a need to recognise that there are group members who are under training to qualify as 

observers. 

The new qualifications are written in the style of competency statements – those familiar with 

NNQ/SVQ style qualifications will recognise the style.  For those not familiar with this format, 

the qualifications contain a series of statements, each of which the candidate must be 

successfully assessed against. 

 

Responses 

Please respond to the consultation – we need your input to try and make this work properly.  

We are creating a survey in the groups only area of the website for you to do this, to reduce 

the amount of entering data that needs to be done, and cut down the opportunities for error.  

The response should be on behalf of the Group. 

The response facility will be in the groups only area of the website.  It will close on 3rd 

January 2012. 

 

 



 

The framework  

The framework has been developed over a period of time, informed by discussions with a 

variety of individuals and groups within the IAM.  In particular it has been discussed with a 

sub-group within the NRG, and at a series of group evenings and visits this year.   A group 

of the staff examiners are working on the detail. 

The framework creates two levels of observer – Locally qualified and Nationally qualified.  A 

prospective observer will need to register with the awarding body as a candidate and then 

undertake training and assessment to qualify.  There will be some pre-requisites – a DVLA 

licence, current IAM membership, current membership of their group, and qualification to 

local level before progressing to national level. 

There are a set of competences (skills) the observer must reach to become qualified at each 

level – these have been created to reflect what observers actually need to be able to do, with 

additional competences at national level.  

The roles currently fulfilled within groups by senior observers will be carried out in the future 

by nationally qualified observers – but groups will not be limited to only qualifying the number 

of nationally qualified observers they need for those roles – all observers will be encouraged 

to develop to and qualify at national level, should they wish to do so. 

There is a proposal to develop a further, higher level beyond this.  The decision has been 

taken to consider this once the overall new system has been implemented. 

There will need to be transitional arrangements in place.  In the interim senior observers will 

be regarded as working at national observer level, and group qualified observers as working 

at locally qualified level.  Group qualified observers will be able to qualify to national level, 

and senior observers to re-qualify. 

 

Qualification process  

The intention is that national level observers will be qualified by the staff examiners – as is 

the case now for senior observers.  Likewise the intention is that locally qualified observers 

will be qualified by national level observers within their group.  There is a need for some 

verifying of the assessments, and the intention is that this will be undertaken by the staff 

examiners (who will also have to verify each other’s assessments at national level).  

“Trainee” observers will need to register before any assessment can be undertaken. 

Much, if not all, of the assessment at locally qualified level could be by continual 

assessment, the trainee being assessed as competent as they progress, or alternatively by 

being observed at a specific session designed by those assessing them to cover the range 

of things necessary.   The process may look a little daunting laid out on paper, but should be 

relatively straightforward practically.  We will aim to keep it as simple as possible. 

At present the IAM charges £30 for each senior observer test.  The intention is to remove 

this fee, and for the fees to the awarding body for qualifying observers at both levels to be 



borne by the IAM centrally, rather than by groups.  The intention is to encourage as many 

observers as wish to do so to progress to nationally qualified status. 

Those national level observers conducting assessments at local level will have to register as 

assessors with IMI Awards – but this should not present major problems, and no 

requirement is being made for formal assessment qualifications.  Proof of having passed the 

IAM’s test, and the observer qualification at National level would achieve this. It will have to 

be formally provided to the awarding body through us at Chiswick.   

The proposal is to set the “requalification” period at 5 years.  The process for re-qualification 

has not been considered at this stage, although it is planned that it should be simpler than 

the process for initial qualification.  The awarding body regard the qualification as granted 

once it is granted – re-qualification is an internal issue for us to manage. 

The two levels of qualification proposed replace the existing two levels (Group Qualified and 

Senior Observer).   

It is planned to run a pilot scheme starting in spring 2012 to resolve practical issues and 

refine processes, using a region – the decision on which has not yet been taken. 

 

Content 

The two strands – car and motorcycle – are similar, although there are some inevitable (and 

fairly obvious) differences.  Both are included in the descriptions below. 

It should be remembered that a qualification sets the minimum acceptable level of 

“performance”, the gateway to being qualified initially at a level, rather than describing what 

all should aspire to. 

There are three main units in the qualification structure.  Some of these have more than one 

element. 

Locally Qualified Observers 

1 Attitude 

This deals with attitude to both driving and towards the associate  

2 Driving/Riding Skills 

Advanced driving/riding 

This deals with ensuring the observer remains capable of driving/riding at a level which 

would pass the advanced driving/riding test, has knowledge of the Highway Code, and can 

perform a daily condition check on the vehicle. 

Demonstration and Commentary  

This looks at the ability to tailor the driving to demonstrate a particular issue, and to give a 

good general commentary. 



3 Observing Skills 

People contact and customer care skills 

This deals with establishing the current level the associate is at, being appropriately dressed 

for the activity (“presenting a good image”), creating a good atmosphere with the associate 

and dealing with any “customer” issues that arise. 

Observing Skills  

This is the area where the skills of actually giving guidance are assessed.  Giving guidance 

on the move is included for car drivers, along with issues such as the pre-activity briefing, 

assessing what the associate is doing and providing positive feedback.  For motorcycle 

observers an optional element for those who use radios is also under consideration. 

Debriefing following an on-road session 

This element focuses on the end of session de-brief, looking at issues such as the structure 

of the de-brief, prioritisation of issues to be dealt with, and use of questions to prompt the 

associate to develop their own solutions to an issue. 

Organisational knowledge  

This section is intended to cover the practical things the observer needs to know – such as 

how the associate books the test, how to get help if they need it, what options there are for 

the associate after the test. 

 

Nationally Qualified Observer 

At the national level there are additional competences involved.   

The attitude unit contains an element to assess self-evaluation by the observer 

The driving unit contains a requirement for a more sustained level of commentary, targeted 

on a specific issue, and a demonstration which breaks an individual issue down into more 

detail. 

The observing skills unit requires the use of a variety of training techniques, the capability to 

vary a session to meet the needs of the associate, the ability to operate with different vehicle 

types (eg an automatic gearbox car, or a scooter for motorcycle observers), and proving that 

they are capable of taking an associate through all the stages of preparation.  (In simple 

terms this would be done by seeking proof that they had prepared someone from beginning 

to qualification, but some variations to this may be necessary). 

At nationally qualified level the observing would be expected to meet the quality currently 

expected on the Senior Observers Test.  



 

Questions 

 

The questions are: 

1. Group name 

2. Group number  

3. How many levels of observer qualification should there be.  Two, or is one enough? 

4. Do we need to develop a further, higher, level at a later stage? 

5. How many National level observers would you estimate your group will have (ie how 

many will we need to conduct assessments for)?  

6. How many locally qualified observers do you estimate you will need to qualify? 

7. How long should we allow to convert from the existing structure onto the new one? 2 

Years, 3 Years  

8. Do you want to be able to control who progresses to national level from local level? 

9. Do we need an eyesight “test” (in practical terms this could only be the number plate 

at 20 metres version) test for observers? 

10. Are there any other specific “medical/fitness” issues we should include as pre-

requirements to become an observer? 

11. Should we produce a standardised nationally used logbook for trainee observers to 

use when qualifying? 

12. Would you prefer observer training which develops to be a local or regional function? 

13. As is the case now, this system does not currently create a “train the trainers” 

process.  Should we offer an additional programme for those who train/mentor 

observers in how to mentor and develop observers in the group? 

14. If so, should it be optional or compulsory? 

15. Are there any areas missing from the qualification that you feel should be included? 

16. Are there any areas included that you feel should be excluded? 

17. Are there issues in the local level which you believe should be at national level 

18. Are there issues at the national level which you believe should be at the local level 

19. Would you wish your region to be the pilot region? 

 

 

 


